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You need to have a careful attention when designing for a landscape structure of what your finished
garden should look like. This is important especially when you would want to have a beautiful
garden that will showcase the style and elegance of your home. The design should also provide
your family with an enjoyable and a relaxing living area. There are a few principles that should apply
each and every day when you are thinking of designing a new landscape for your home. These
principles together with elements of landscape design help in defining the visual effects of your plan.

The principles work well when it comes to interaction with texture, color, form, line and scale so that
a unified design that mingles well with the beauty of nature, complements the magnificence of the
modern structural designs. As such, unity is perhaps the first principle to be looked into when
coming up with your plan for the resort landscaping task. Unity is a very important component of
your outdoor design since it blends well with the property on your land. The plan should be done so
well that consistency is ensured. You should start by choosing plants, materials and other
accessories that will help in complementing the idea you have come up with, so that any items that
will not add value to the harmony are avoided.

The second principle of landscape design is balance. If applied well, balance creates a pleasing
layout which can be viewed by a naked eye. The plan should start with a single focal point where
one side of this point should balance the other side. Balance can be achieved through symmetry
where either sides of a central axis are made to be equal in size, structure and shape. Asymmetrical
balance is very flexible and can go with almost any design. It does not need a center point as its
baseline, although it is concerned with weight and mass. On the other hand, radial balance works in
a spherical pattern and round elements such as wheels and sunflowers form the integral part of the
balance.

Perhaps the most important principle that should be ringing in a designer's mind is the transition
principle. This helps in bringing gradual changes in the elements of design rather than having all of
them changed at once. For instance, you can start with shrubs and replace them later with tall trees.
A landscape design can never get complete if proportion, which is one of the principles, is left out. It
carefully selects materials that are appropriately sized purposely for the success of your landscape.
For instance, a small fish pond would be ideal for an average backyard rather than constructing it for
a large estate.

The principle of rhythm cannot go unmentioned. It brings out a sense of a natural movement which
is made possible through the use of careful repetition as well as natural elements. The use of a
group of plants can create rhythm by patterns of form, color and other elements. Modern
architectural designs for tourist resorts will always look magnificent if their style is complemented by
the kind of the landscape you have in place.
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There are lots of stunning gardens that have been made by a landscape design dubai firms, due to
the influx of big business there. These include projects like this Australian based company with
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experience in  a landscape design in Abu Dhabi for example.
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